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ON THE DEMAZURE CHARACTER FORMULA
BY A. JOSEPH

1. Introduction
1.1. Let 9 be a complex semisimple Lie algebra, I) a Cartan subalgebra, R e t ) * the
set of non-zero roots, P(R) c= y the lattice of integral weights, P(R) + c=P(R) the subset
of dominant weights relative to R^, with BcR'^ the set of simple roots and p the half
sum of the positive roots. Set P ( R ) + + = P ( R ) + + p . For each aeR, let s^eAut t)*
denote the reflection, a v =2a/(a, a) the co-root and X, the element of a Chevalley basis
defined by the root a. Let W denote the subgroup of Aut t)* generated by the s,: a e R +
and n (resp. rT) the subalgebra of 9 with basis X „ : a e R + (resp. X . ^ a e R ^ ) . Set
b = t ) © n . For each veP(R) + let E(v) denote the simple finite dimensional 9 module
with highest weight v. The extreme weights of E (v) take the form w v: w e W and occur
with multiplicity one. For each weW, let ^eE(v) denote a non-zero vector of
weight wv.
1.2. For each Lie algebra a, let U(a) denote its enveloping algebra. For each weW,
one has that U(n)^^ is an 1) submodule of E(v) and so admits a formal
character. Demazure ([2], Thm. 2) gave a beautiful formula for the characters, thereby,
generalizing the Weyl character formula. In attempting to generalize this formula to
infinite root systems, V. Kac noticed that Demazure's analysis had a serious error the
faulty step being ([I], Prop. 11) which is false (see Sect. 4). Here we introduce a family
of functors ^: a e B defined purely algebraically which applied to the b submodule
C^: = C ^ of E (v) produce the U (n) e^ „. These functors are undoubtedly analogous to
geometrically defined functors occuring in Demazure's paper [1]; yet we are able to
develop the properties of these functors sufficiently so as to obtain Demazure's formula
generically without the need for ([I], Prop. 11). A basic property needed is that they
satisfy the so-called braid relations (2.17). We also need to prove some deep results on
the homology spaces H^ (n, U (n) e^ „) generalising in a somewhat intricate fashion the
classical results of Kostant [10]. We also show how to define the derived functions of
products of the ^ and there by, obtain analogues of Bott's Theorem and of [I], 5.5.
1.3. We show that Demazure's character formula implies the truth of ([I], Prop. 11)
for extreme weight vectors. This in turn is shown to lead to an explicit formula for the
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annihilator of e^^ in U(n~), which is in fact the obvious generalization of the wellknown formula when w= 1. This is actually a rather remarkable result and any purely
combinational proof would be extremely difficult. Through it we describe
Hi(n,U(n)^).
1.4. For each Key we let M(^) denote the Verma module with highest weight
K. This is a departure from our usual convention and furthermore, we use w.K to
denote w(^-hp)—p. Unless otherwise specified all U(()) modules will be assumed to
admit a decomposition into finite dimensional t) weight spaces of integral weight. In
particular this applies to the so-called (9 category of finitely generated U (9) modules
which are U (b) locally finite. We let Z [P] denote the group ring (over J.) of formal
characters generated by the ek:'keP(R). For each a e R, we define (following Demazure)
A, e Endz Z [P] through
It-5,. U

^"'T^'
where s.. e^: = e^' \

2. Functors, braid relations and character formulae
2.1. (Recall 1.4). Let K denote the category of finite dimensional U(b)
modules. For each aeB, let p, denote the parabolic subalgebra C X _ , © b o f g and let
K,, denote the category of finite dimensional U (pj modules. We define a functor ^,
from K to K, as follows. Given FeObK we define ^,F to be the largest finite
dimensional U (p,) quotient of the induced module U (?„) (8)u(b)F. Let us write
M = U (pj (x) u(b)F, then say in the notation of [5], 2.1, we have ^F=M/D^ M. We
remark that M has finite length (as in [3], 7.6.1) and so ^ is well-defined.
2.2. It is clear that ^ is covariant, right exact and that the canonical embedding
f\-^\ ® / o f F into M defines a canonical U(b) module map F-^,F, whose image
generates ^F over U (pj. The reader may care to view ^, as an adjoint to a
Zuckerman functor for the pair ?„ b or as an algebraic analogue of the sheaf theoretic
functor occuring in [I], 2.10.
LEMMA. — Let FI -^¥^->¥^ -^0 be an exact sequence of finite dimensional U(b)
modules. Then \ve have a commutative diagram
FI - F2 - F3 - 0
^
\
\
^«Fi-^F^^F3^0
where the vertical maps are the canonical homomorphisms and the bottom row is an exact
sequence of finite dimensional U (p,) modules.
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We have already noted the right exactness of Q)^ The commutativity of the diagram
obtains from the corresponding commutativity of the related diagram with ^ F^ replaced
byU(p,)®u(b)F,.
2.3. Set X=X,, Y = X _ , , H=[X, Y] and let s, (or simply, e) denote the sl (2)
subalgebra of p, generated by X, Y. Set b^=CX © CH. In computing ^F as an s,
module it is enough to know F as b, module. This is because ^ F is also the largest
locally Y finite quotient of M. The technical advantage can be described as
follows. Call a finite dimensional b, module F a string module if it is cyclic as a C [X]
module. Such a module is obviously H semi-simple and determined up to isomorphism
by its highest weight p. and lowest weight v. We denote this isomorphism class by
F(p, v). It is a submodule of the finite dimensional simple s module E(p) of highest
weight [i if and only if (^+v)/2eP(R) + . Again F(n, v)^E[(n-v)/2] (x) C^+^/2, where
C^ denotes the one dimensional b module of weight X.
LEMMA. — Every finite dimensional H semi-simple b module F is a direct sum of string
modules.
Let ; denote the index of nilpotence of adpX. Choose /eF such that (adX)^ 1
/9^0. We may assume that/is a H weight vector without loss of generality. Then the
action of ad X on/generates a string submodule F^ of F. It remains to show that F^
is complemented in F as a b, module. This obtains by the usual argument used in
establishing Jordan normal form for nilpotent endomorphisms.
2.4. The computation of 2^¥ on string modules is quite easy and can determined
from the structure of U(sJ modules in the (9 category for sl (2). Here it is convenient
to let the notations of 1.1 refer to 9y and for each ^ e P ( R ) + — p , let ^ denote the (9
subcategory of U($J modules whose generalized central character coincides with that
the Verma module M,(^-) (defined relative to $J. For ^eP(R) + this category has just
five indecomposable objects (see [6], 4.3 for example). The simple Verma module
V(^): =M,(s^-2p), the projective Verma module P(^): =MJ^) the extension T^(^)
[or simply, T(?i)] of P(?i) by V(X) [we set T(?i)=0 for -^eP(R) + ]. The quotient E(fk)
of PCk) by V(^) and the (9 dual I(^) of P(X). When K= -p, this category has just one
indecomposable object namely V(—p), which we may also denote T(—p).
Now suppose F is the string module F(n, v). When ^ + v e P ( R ) + then from say the
embedding F(^i, v) ->E(u) and say ([6], 4.3) one easily checks that M=U($J ®u(ba)F
is a direct sum of P(n), P(n-a),. . ., P(-v) and T(-v-a), T(-v-2a), . . ., if v^O,
or of P(n), P(n-a), . . ., P(v) if v^O. Furthermore

M

wlt+v

v

^.F- ® Efn-t.), -[ -''?, ", y,
k=o

[l/2(n-v, o^)

if v^O,

in this case and moveover, the canonical map F -> ^ F is injective. On the other hand
if ^i+ve -^(R)^, then a similar computation gives that ^F=0.
For each I) module F let Q(F) denote the set of weights of F. Given any subset
Qc=P(R) we let < Q \ denote the subset of P(R) generated from Q by taking for each
UeO the a-string joining n to 5,n.
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LEMMA. - D (^ F) <= < Q (F) \.
This is an immediate consequence of the above description of ^ F.
2.5. Let E be a finite dimensional U (?„) module. Often E is a finite dimensional
U(g) module viewed as a U (p,) module by restriction. Take M = U ( p J ® u ( b ) F as
before. From the canonical isomorphism U (pj 00 u^K ® F) ^ E ® M we obtain a
surjection of ^a(E (x) F) onto E (x) ^F of U (pj modules.
LEMMA. - ^ (E 00 F) ^ E 00 ^ F.
It is enough to show that both sides are isomorphic as <&„ modules. This derives
from 2.4 by breaking F, considered as a b, module, into string modules and computing
term by term.
2.6. We may now describe the role of the operator A, (notation 1.4) introduced by
Demazure. Clearly each F e Ob K admits a formal character. One has the:
LEMMA. - ch^F=AJch(Im(F-^F))).
It is enough to consider F as an s, +1) module. Then as in 2. 3 we may decompose F
into string modules F (n, v). If [i + v = - P(R) + + , then ^ F = 0. Otherwise the canonical map F-^^F is injective and our formula is immediately verified using (^), or by
the isomorphism F^E[(n-v)/2] (x) C^+^ and 2. 5.
2.7. Let E be a finite dimensional U (pj module. Breaking E into string modules it
follows easily from 2.4, that the canonical map E -> ^ E is bijective. In particular it
follows that ^ is an idempotent functor; that is ^F^^J^F) for any
F e Ob K. [Here we use the convention of forgetting the U (pj module structure of
F.] Again if FeObK, then F can admit at most one U (pj module structure namely
that given by the isomorphism F ^ ^ F and such an isomorphism exists if and only if
each string submodule of F admits a U($J module structure.
2.8. LEMMA. —
module E. Then:

Let ¥ be a U(b) submodule of a finite dimensional U(py)

(i) The canonical map F -> ^ F is injective.
(ii) The map ^ F -^ ^ E has image U (pj (Im (F -> E)).
E/

(iii) The map ^F-^E is bijective if and only if Coker (F -> E) takes the form
® C -p for some E' e Ob K,.

(iv) Let 0 -> FI -> F^ -> F3 -> 0 be an exact sequence of objects of K with ¥. ^F ® C,
. and(k, oOe^J.
77^ 0 -> ^ FI -^ ^ F^ -^ ^ F3 -. 0 fs <?xacr.
(i) It is enough to prove injectivity of $„ modules.
decomposition into string modules.

This obtains from 2.4 by

(ii) Since ^F is generated over U (pj by the image of F in ^F, it follows that
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Im (^ F -> ^ E) is generated by Im (F -^ ^ E) over U (pj. By 2. 7 we have E ^ ^ E
and we may identify Im(F -)- ^,E) with Im(F ^ E).
(iii) Set Q=Coker (F-)-E) and consider the exact sequence O ^ - F - ^ E ^ Q - ^ O of
U(b) modules. By the right exactness of ^ we obtain ^F-H«^E if and only if
^Q=0. Assume this holds and break Q into string modules F(u, v). By 2.4 we
must have u + v e -^(R)^ for each string module. Now assume ^ F ^ E . By 2.6
and (i) we obtain chE=A,chF. Consequently ch Q=A,chF-chF and so
V ch Q = 0. Recalling the definition of F (u, v), this implies that (^i + v, o^) = - 2 for each
string module which hence takes the form E (u + p) g) C _p. Consequently, E': = Q (x) C
admits a U (pj structure by 2.7 and we obtain Q^E' (x) C_p as required. Conversely
suppose Q = E' ® C _ p for some U (pj submodule E. Then ^ Q ^ E' (x) ^ C _ p by 2. 5,
whereas ^ C _ p = 0 by 2.4(^). Hence ^F-^E is surjective. Now for Q of the
given form one easily checks that 5,. ch Q = 0 and so ch E = A, ch F. By 2.6, 2. 7 and (i)
we obtain ch ^ F = A, ch F = ch E = ch ^ E and so ^ F -> ^ E is bijective.
(iv) We have only to show that the map ^F^ -> ^F^ is injective and so it is enough
to show that ch^F^ch^Fi+ch^^. Let m denote the nilradical of ?„. As
noted in 2.3 to compute the ^F, as $,©l) modules we may forget their m module
structure. Thus consider 0-> F^ -> F^ ->¥^ -^0 as an exact sequence of c: =b^+l)
modules. It is enough to show that 0 -> ^ F^ -> Qiy F^ -> ^ F3 -> 0 is an exact sequence
of U ($„+!)) modules as this will imply the required character formula. Set
r = $„ +1). Now we have an exact sequence
O^U(r)(g)u(c)Fi^U(r)(x)u^F2^U(r)®u(c)F3^0,
of U (r) modules which all lie in the corresponding (9 category. Under the hypothesis
that F is a submodule of an r module E it follows easily that U(r) ® i^c)^ is projective
in (9. (Break into string modules and recall the discussion in 2.4.) Thus the sequence
splits and the right exactness of the functor M -> M/D^ M implies the required assertion.
Remark. - One should regard 2.8 (iii) as an algebraic analogue of [I], Prop 10. Take
w e W and aeB such that /(s,w)>/(w) [where / ( . ) denotes the length function on
W]. Take F=U(n)^,, E=U(n)^,. If we admit ([I], Prop. 11) then we have
E / F = E / O O C _ p for some U(pJ module E' and so by 2.6, 2.8 (i), 2.8 (iii) we obtain
ch U (n) e,^ „ = A, ch U (n) e^ „. This should be viewed as Demazure's proof of his character formula. Unfortunately, this method fails because of the failure of [I], Prop. 11.
2.9. A rather deeper property of the ^: aeB emerges when we compose the functors
[forgetting of course the U (p^ module structure at each step]. Let Wo denote the unique
longest element of W. With s,=^. let Wo=5, s^ . . . s, be a reduced decomposition
for w. Set ^ = 1 and for i < n, set w, = s, +15, + 2 . . • s^ 2, = ^. and
^.=^•+1^2 • . • ^n' Fix ?leP(R) + . We should like to show that ^C, is an
image of M(^) [considered as a U(b) module]. Set ?,=?„. There is an obvious U(b)
map of F(^): =U(pi) ® u^WPi) ® . . . ®U(b) C,) to M(?i) and by definition of ^
there is a surjection of F(^) onto ^c^ which in turn surjects onto E(X) [by 2.7 (iiQ
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and right exactness]. Analyzing the kernel of M(^) -^E(^) as the (^, a):aeB become
large one easily shows that the map F(^) -> M(^) is surjective. Unfortunately, this map
has a non-zero kernel in general and it is not obvious if this kernel is contained in the
kernel of the map F (X) -> Q)^ C^. We shall in fact show this but by a slightly roundabout
method.
2.10. Preserve the notation of 2.9 and set p^w^ 1 ^. Recall the well-known fact
that the p; are pairwise distinct positive roots and satisfy {^i}^m+l={7e^+ \^m7e^~}'
In particular { P J ^ ^ R ^ Fix ^eP(R) and set ^,=^.+i^;+2-• •^ c ^ VL set
s^=Sf. Since J^ is a finite dimensional p^-n module it is also a finite dimensional s^+i
module and so s^i^.=^. Now set p;=pp^ =w^ -l (p^). It is a parabolic subalgebra
of 9 containing the Borel subalgebra b,' = w,~1 (p) of 9.
Suppose we are given a finite dimensional U(bf) module F. Then we can form
U (p3 00 u (b;.) F and we define Q)\ F to be its largest finite dimensional U (p3 quotient. Set
^ = ^ ^^ ^. . . ^ C,, which is well-defined since
b;. = w^ x (b) <= w/ x p^+i= Wy+\ p^.-n = p;.+1.
LEMMA. — For ^ac/i fe^J, ^r^ 15 a linear isomorphism ofJ^- on^o ^^ taking the U ( p f + i )
module structure of ^ to t^ U(p^i) module structure of ^.
The proof is by decreasing induction. For f = n, the assertion is trivial. Suppose we
have established the assertion for f+1. We may denote the isomorphism conveniently
by j^.n==w^+\J^+i. Consider j^.+i (resp. ^i+i) as a U ( b f + i ) [resp. U(b)] module. It
is clear that w^+\ extends to a linear isomorphism of U(pf+i)(x) u(b)^i+i onto
U(pi-n)® u(b;+i)^f+i carrying the U ( p f + i ) module structure of the former to the
U(p^+i) module structure of the latter and hence defines the appropriate linear isomorphism of ^=^.+1^+1 onto ^=^+1^+1 which we can write as w^J^J^. Yet
5^ J^.=^. and so we have the required linear isomorphism of ^ onto J^=W(~ 1 ^.
2.11. Retain the notation of 2.9, 2.10 and set b~ =n~ © I). The point of the above
construction is that there exists an obvious U(b~) module surjection \|/ of M(^) onto
^o. This is defined by identifying M(^,) as a U(b~) module with U(rt~)®cC,, and
then one easily sees that there exists a unique bijection of U(b~) modules of M(^) onto
U(pi) ® u ( b i ) ® • . . ®u(b)^ and hence a unique U(b~) module surjection \|/ of M(X)
onto ^o. The crucial point here is that p^ == b^ ® C X _ ^ and {PJ?= i = R +. Now combined with 2.10 we obtain a linear surjection (p of M(X) onto WoJ?o==J?o. Let i\ denote
the canonical generator of M (K) of weight ^.
LEMMA. — For all xeU(b), meM(^) one has x (p (m) = (p (wo JcWo 1 w). In particular
<P(^) generates ^^C^ as a U(b) module and is an t) w^f^t y^ctor of weight WQ^.
Indeed
x (p (m) = xwo 1 v|/ (m) = WQ 1 WQ xwo 1 v|/ (m) = WQ 1 \|/ (wo xwo 1 w) = (p (wo xwo 1 m).
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2.12. Retain the above notation.
LEMMA. — Take veQ(^^C^). Then (v, v)^(^, X,) an^ equality implies that v=y'k
for some y^w^ (Bruhat order) and this weight occurs with multiplicity one.
The proof is by decreasing induction on i. It is trivial for i=n. Choose
veQ(^._^C,J setting a=a,. By 2.4 there exists ueQ(^.C^) such that (assuming for
convenience that k: == (a\ \\) ^ 0) we have v = ^ — lai'.Q^l^k. Then
(v, v)=(^i, n)-2?(a, ^^(a, a)=(n, n)+(/-fe)(a, a)^, n).

This gives the inequality (v, v) ^([i, [i) ^(^, X) and we see that equality implies that either
V==H or v=s,n. By definition of the Bruhat order, this gives the required assertion.
2.13. Choose ^eP(R) + , and let WQ denote the largest element of W.
PROPOSITION. — There exists a bijection ^^C)^E(^) of\J(b) modules.
In the notation of 2.9 we have by 2.7 a surjection of ^U(n)^^ onto
U(pi)U(n)e^ ^. Then by the definition of ^^, induction and the right exactness of
the ^ we obtain a surjection ^^C^-^E of U(b) modules. By 2.11, ^wo^ ls a
cyclic U(b) module with cyclic vector /^ of weight Wo'k. Set ^=(0^, X),
V a e B. Consider X^« +1/^ 3^. It is a vector of weight v = WQ 'k + (fe, + 1) a. One has
(v, v)=(X, ^(fe^l)^, a)+2(fe,+l)(a, Wo^)=(X, X)+(fe,+l)(a, a)>(X, ?i).
Hence X^ + l ^^=0 by 2.12. Hence ^C,, is a U(n) quotient of the U(n) module
U(n)/ ® U(n) X^1. If we recall that E(^) as a U(n~) module is isomorphic to
aeB

M(?i)/$; M(5,.?i)^U(n-)/S U(n-)X^k.+l
aeB

aeB

it follows easily that Qi^C^ is a quotient of E(^). Hence the proposition.
Remark. - Similarly ^C^U(n)^^ whenever weW is the longest element of any
subgroup generated by a subset of the simple refections.
2.14. Take weW, ^eP(R)+. It follows from 2.13 that ^ C is independent of the
reduced decomposition of WQ used to define ^^. An obvious question is whether or
not the functors ^ are also independent of the reduced decomposition. To show this
we need the following:
LEMMA. — Let F be a finite dimensional U(b) module (with integral weights). Then
for ^eP(R)+ sufficiently large [i. e. the (^ oQ: aeB are all sufficiently large] there exists
a finite dimensional U(g) module E and a surjection
E (g) £\ -> F -^ 0,
ofV(b) modules.
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Since all modules are finite dimensional it is enough to exhibit an injection
F* -> E* ® C_^ of dual modules [given a U(b) structure through the principle antiautomorphism].
Set G=F*®C^, with ^ chosen sufficiently large to ensure that Q(G)cP(R) + and
that Q(G) n(5JQ(G))-^R + )=0. The former condition implies [via the action the
centre using the Harish-Chandra isomorphism ([3], 7.4)] that
TO^uwG^

C

MOi),

H e n (G)

whereas the second condition implies that each surjection M(^) -^E(H) is injective on
the weight subspaces of weight veQ(G). Consequently, the composed map
G'—^U(9)®u(b)G-^

©

E0i)

n 6 n (G)

is injective. Tensoring by C_^ then proves the Lemma.
2.15. Let ^, 2' be the functors ^ corresponding to two possibly different reduced
decompositions of w e W.
PROPOSITION. — Q) ^> ^'.
We must show that for each FeObK one has a natural isomorphism ^F^>^'F.
Recalling 2.8 it is enough to establish the braid relations (for example that
^ ^ p ^ F ^ ^ p ^ ^ p F when {a, ?} generate a system of type A2). It then amounts
to constructing natural isomorphisms ^F^^^pF, ^'F^^^'F, where for example
^ = ^ ^p Q)^ = ^p ^ ^p.

By 2.14, there exist ^ ^^(R)^ finite dimensional U(g) modules E, E' and an exact
sequence
(^)
of U(b) modules.

E^C^EOC^F-^O
From 2.2 and 2. 5 we obtain the commutative diagram:
E' (x)C^

-^E(x)C^

-^F-^0

\
\
\
E' ® ^p C^ -^ E g) ^p C^ -^ ^p F -^ 0
with exact rows, where the vertical maps are the canonical ones.
gives
E'(g)^C^

^E(g)^C\

-,^F-^O

^
^
\
E' (g) ^p C^ ^ E ® ^^p C^ -^ ^p F ^ 0
4e SERIE — TOME 18 — 1985 — N° 3
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By 2.13 the first two vertical maps are isomorphisms and hence so is the last. Again
from (^) we obtain
E' (x) 0)' C^ -> E ® ^/ C,, -^ ^/ F -^ 0,
which by 2.2 gives the commutative diagram.
E'(g)^'C^

-^E®^^

-^'F-^0

1
i
1
E'^^^C^ E^^C^^^F-^O
which by 2.13 gives Q'V ^ ^^'F as required.

For functorality use (D) in 5.2.

2.16. For each B'c:B, let pa' denote the subalgebra of 9 generated by the ?„: aeB'.
LEMMA. - Fix FeObK.

Choose B'cB such that for all aeB, the canonical map

F ^ ^ F is an isomorphism for all aeB'. Then the b module structure on F extends
uniquely to a pe' module structure.
Uniqueness follows from 2.7 applied to each aeB'. For existence recall 2.14 and
choose finite dimentional U(g) modules E, E' and X, X/ePCR) 4 ^ such that
E' ® C^ -^ E ® C,, -^ F -^ 0,
W
is an exact sequence of U(b) modules. Let Ea'(X'), EB.(X) denote the finite dimensional
simple U(RB') modules with highest weights X, ^/. Applying successively the ^aeB'
to (^) we obtain by right exactness, 2.13 and the hypothesis of the lemma, an exact
sequence
E' ® EB^) ^ E (x) EB,(X) ^ F -. 0,
of U(b) modules. Yet by 2.2 and 2.8 we see that (p is also a U (pj module map for
each aeB'. Hence (p is a U(PB') module map and F=coker (p is a U(?B') module.
2.17. Fix XePCR)"" and take weW. Set |^|=(X, X). It follows from 2.10 that
^C,, is a cyclic U(n) module generated by a weight vector /^ of weight
w X. Furthermore, if a e B satisfies s^ w > w, then [ a + w X [ > | X | and so by 2.12 we have
X^/^=0. We remark that one may also use this last remark to prove the first assertion
inductively using at each step that Q)^ ^ C^ is s^ stable. (This is anyway the reasoning
behind 2.10.) Actually one can prove the following more precise result. Fix aeB and
let m denote the nilradical of p^.
LEMMA. — Suppose F e Ob K is generated by a weight vector f of weight v satisfying
X^/=0. If (v, a)<0, then ^F==0. Otherwise set n==(v, a") which is a non-negative
integer. Set I = Anny (n,)/, set
J = U ( p J X , + U ( p J I + S U(pJ(H-(v,H)),
Heb

and set L = J + U (pj X^1.

Then ^ F ^ U (pJ/L.
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The first assertion is obvious. For the second set M = U ( p , ) ® u ^ F . Since
F^U(n)/U(n)X,+U(n)I [because the sum U(b)X,+U(m) is direct] we have
M ^ U (pJ/J. Now L is both ad 1) and ad X, stable in U(m) and so by a Lemma of
Verma ([I], Lemma 6) it follows that U (pa)/L is a finite dimensional U (pj quotient of
M. Conversely by sl (2) module theory the image 7 of 1 ®/in ^F which generates
^F over U (pj and satisfies J/=0 must also satisfy X^f^O. Hence the assertion
of the Lemma.
Remarks. — We also see that the non-zero vector X^J generates ^F over U (pj
and since X^f^O, it also generates ^F over LJ(b). It is a vector of weight s^v. If
FeObK is a submodule of a finite dimensional U(g) module E, then the canonical map
F -> Q)^ F is an embedding. It is generally false that ^ F embeds in E (a counterexample
obtains from Section 4). Yet under the hypothesis of the Lemma it could still be true
that ^F is a finite dimensional U (pj submodule of the largest finite dimensional U(g)
quotient of U(g) ® u(pa)^aF. (This fails without the hypothesis of the
Lemma.) Combined with 2.13 it would imply that the surjection ^C^-^U(n)^ is
bijective.
2.18. Fix ^^(R)^ For each weW, we set F(w^): =U(n)^. We should like
to show that our surjection (p^:^C^-^ F(wX) is bijective using backward
induction. For this we recall that the homology spaces H*(n, F(w^)) admit an I)
module structure and we let a subscript neP(R) designate the ^ weight space.
LEMMA. — Suppose that (p^ is infective for all z e W satisfying I (z) > I (w). Then if (p^
is not injective, there exists ^ e — P ( R ) + such that Hi(n, F(w^))^0 and Qi, |i)<(^, ^-).
Set L=ker (p^,. Since ^C^ is a cyclic U(n) module generated by a cyclic vector of
weight \v'k (see 2.17) the natural map Hi(n, F(w^))^->(L/nL)^ is surjective. By finite
dimensionality and weight space decomposition we have L^O implies (L/nL)^0 for
some ^ieP(R). To show that (n, a)^0:aeB it is enough to show that (L/X,L)^0
implies (n, a)^0. If s^w<w then ^,^=^ by 2.7 and 2.15, so in this case ^C,,
[and of course also F(w^)] is a U (pj module. Then L is a U (pj module and the
assertion follows from $1(2) module theory. If s,w>w, then from the exact sequence
0 -> L -> 2^ -> F(w^) -> 0,
we obtain from 2. 8 (iv) the exact sequence
O^^L-^^C,^^F(w?i)^0.
Now ^ ^ C^ F (s, w ^) by the induction hypothesis. Yet ^ F (w ^) -^ F (s, w ^) and
so ^ L = 0. Breaking L up into string modules and using 2.4 proves the assertion in
this case.
2.19. We need to get some information on H*(n, F(w^)). This is done inductively
using 2. 7 (iii) and the following lemma:
LEMMA. — Choose FeObK,, veP(R) such that (a\ v)eN.

Then there is a natural

isomorphism H,(n, F),^^H,+i(n, F)^, and both spaces vanish if s,v=v+a.
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FeObK takes the form E® C_p: EeObK,, then H, (n, F)^, -> H^, (n, F), an^ ^/i
spaces vanish if s, v = v.
Both parts are equivalent. Setting m,=m which is of codimension one in n we have
by Hochschild-Serre or direct calculation the exact sequences
(^)

0 -> Ho (n/m, H, (m, F)) -. H, (n, F) -^ Hi (n/m, H,_, (m, F)) -. 0.

The result then obtains as an easy consequence of the s, module structure of H,(m, F).
Remark. — This result easily implies the famous Bott-Kostant Theorem. My original
proof was a little longer and used a special case of the lemma below which I think is of
independent interest. The use of (^) was suggested by the referee and although I had
considered this before, I had not previously dared to think that such an easy proof was
possible in which not even the centre of U(g) is used.
2.20. Fix veP(R) + and choose weW, yeR"^ such that J(s^w)=/(w)+l, that is
Y

w -> Sy w in the notation of [3], 7.7.3, see also 3. 6. Recall (as noted in 3. 6) that we
can write s^w=WiS,W2 with aeB, w^, w^eW such that w = W i W 2 and
;(5^w)=;(wi)+<(w2)+l. Set E=E(v). Recall that for each R e B we have an exact
self-adjoint functor (coherent continuation across the P-wall) 9p on (9 satisfying 9pE=0
(see [10], 3.4, 3. 6 for example). Let 'k be the unique element of W. v in ^(R)^
LEMMA. — In the (9 category for g one has:
(i) dimExt^M^.^), M(5^w.?i))=l.
(ii) Let T denote the unique extension o/M(s^w.^) by M(w.^) defined through the
conclusion of(i). Then Ext^T, E)=0, Vf.
(i) Let L([i) denote the unique simple quotient of M(n). Recall the CasselmanSchmidt vanishing theorem which asserts that Ext^M^A), M(y.'k))=0 unless y^w
and l(y)—l(\v)^i. [This is proved first for Ext1 (M (\v. K), L(y. ^)) by an easy induction
on length.]. In particular Ext^M^.X), M(5^wA))=0. Substitute this result in the
middle term of the short exact sequence of [10], 1.9.5 (iv) (noting a few differences of
notation and convention) for j = 2. The first term there must vanish and resubstitution
in this exact sequence for 7=1 and use of [10], 1.9.8, gives the required conclusion.
We remark (see [10], 3.14) that in this proof T obtains in a rather natural way from the
embedding M (w. 'k) c^ M (s^ w. X).
(ii) The proof is by induction on HH^). Let H^S^. . .5^:5, =s^ be a reduced
decomposition and let T^ denote the unique non-trivial extension of M(vvi,s^5i. . .SjA)
by M (wi Si. . . s,. ^). By say ([10], 3.6 (ii)) we have To = 9, M (w^. K) and then
Ext1 (To, E) ^ Ext1 (9, M (wi. ?Q, E) ^ Ext1 (M (w^. K\ 9, E) = 0.
Set 9^==9^ and consider 9^+iT^. Since T, has L: =L(\v^s^s^. . .^.A-) as its unique
quotient and 9,+iL^O ([10], 3.6 (iv), (v)) we obtain from [10], 3.12 (ii), a surjective
map r^iT^T,. By [10], 3.6, we obtain [ker H^^s^.^+tM^A)]
in the Grothendieck group where w' = v^ s^ s^. . . Sj+i. By Casselman-Schmidt,
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Ext l (M(5.yW / .^), M(w\'k))=0 and so S: =ker F' is an extension of M(5yW / .^) by
M (w'. y?i). We have Ext1 (61 +1 T,, E) = Ext1 (T, 9^ i E) = 0 and Ext1 (T^, E) = 0 by the
induction hypothesis. Hence Ext^S, E) =0, Vf. By [10], 3.12 (i), we have an embedding
F: Ti -> S. It easily follows that S cannot be a trivial extension, and hence by (i) and
the above, coincides with T^+i. This proves (ii).
2.21. We can now prove the main result of this section. We shall call ^leP(R) +
sufficiently large if the (K, o^): aeB are sufficiently large and positive. We call neP(R)
sufficiently large if 'k: = w ^ e P ( R ) + is sufficiently large. Any sufficiently large neP(R)
is regular, i. e. admits a unique weW such that w^ie ^(R)^
THEOREM. — Assume ^eP(R) + sufficiently large. Then for each w e W one has a
bijection ^C^^F(w^). Furthermore, ifH^n, F(w^))^0, then [i is sufficiently large
and ify[ie-P(R)+ then l(y)^i.
Both assertions are established (simultaneously) by backward induction on /(w). We
have already seem (2.18) that the second and the induction hypothesis implies the first
assertion. The first result for W=WQ is just 2.13. The second result for w=Wo holds
because F(wo^)=E(^,) is a finite dimensional U(g) module and then the assertion follows
from a classical theorem of Kostant. (It also follows from 2.19 as below.)
Now assume that we have proved both assertions for all z with ?(z)>?(w). Set
B" = {a e B | s^ w < w} and
Pw= Z ^
aeB'

where co, denotes the fundamental weight corresponding to aeB. Observe that
fs^iLi+araeB',
[ s^a^B'.

5a(H-Pj+Pv.=<

We assume w fixed and set y^ [i =y (4 - pj + p^ ^y e W.
Assume H, (n, F (w \)\ + 0. Fix a e B and assume (a, n - pj ^ 0.
If aeB', then by 2.19 we have a strict inequality and
W

H,(n, F(w^)^H,^(n, F(wX))^.

If a t B' we consider the exact sequence
0 -^ F(W?L) -> F(5,w^) -> Q -^ 0.
We remark that ¥ ( s ^ \ v ' k ) is a U (pj module and furthermore, ^F(w^) ^ ¥(s^\v^) by
our previous induction hypothesis. We conclude from 2.8 (iii) that Q ^ E ® C - _ for
some E e Ob Ky This gives the following three possibilities
(!)
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or H,+i (n, 6)^0 and then by 2.19 we have (a, n-p^)<0 and either
(n)

H,^(n,F(H^))^0,

(in)

H,^(n,F(^n^))^0.

or

Now assume that H,(n, F(z^))y^=0 for a l l ^ e ^ , z = s , w > w : aeB^B', and all
^ e W. It follows from the above analysis that the y^ n: y e W are pairwise distinct.
Recalling that H,(n, F(w^)) must vanish unless f e { 0 , 1, 2,. . ., Card R''} and that
H^(n, F(w^))^C^+2p (considered as an I) module) we conclude that n=w*(^+2p) for
some w e W satisfying l(w)=n-i. Moreover, since Ho(n, F(w?i))^C^ we obtain
w X = W o * ( ^ + 2 p ) = W o ^ + 2 ( p ^ - p ) and consequently W=WQ. This is just the usual
argument to describe H*(n, E(^,)).
If w^Wo we conclude that H,(n, F(z^))y^0 for some^e^J, z=5,w>w: aeBN^B'
and some y e W. Moreover, let us assign to the pair s^ n, [i the number v (s^ 4, n) being
1 if (a, n-pj<0 and -1 if (a, n-pj>0 and define
n-l

v(^n, n)= ^ v(y^H,^.+^H),

where y=s^ . . . 5^ is a reduced decomposition and Yi=s^ . . . s^. Then we can assume
without loss of generality that 7=^+v<j*H, n) or 7 = f + 1 + v ( j * n , ^) depending on
whether case (i) or case (iii) holds.
The difficulty in completing the proof is that we must now replace p^ by p^ in the
definition of (^). Yet if ^ is sufficiently large it follows by our previous conclusion
and backward induction that n is sufficiently large (i. e. it is close to some w X,) and hence
regular. More precisely for any definition of (^) the y^[i:yeW are pairwise distinct
and y^[ie -^(R)'' if and only if .yHe-^R)^ It is then clear that the above formula
relating f, j give the second assertion and hence the Theorem.
2.22. Fix a reduced decomposition WQ = s^ s^. . . s^: s^ = s,.: a, e B of WQ and set
^•=^•+1^+2. . .5^. Set A^=A,.
COROLLARY (The Demazure character formula). — Assume ^^(R)'^ sufficiently
large. Then
chF(w^)=A,^A,^...A,^.
By 2.20, ^^C^ ^ F(w^) the latter being a U(b) submodule of E(?i). Hence by 2.6
and 2.8 (i) we obtain
chF(w,_^)=ch^^C^=A,(ch^.C,)=chF(w,?i).
Since chF(^)=^ the result follows by induction.
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Remark. — In particular A^: =A^A^ . . . A^ is independent of the reduced decomposition w=s^ 5^ . . . s^ of W. This was shown by Demazure purely combinatorially [2].

3. Annihilators
3.1. Fix veP(R) + . Recall that the weights of E(v) of the form w v : w e W occur
with multiplicity one. The corresponding vectors in E(v) which we denote by e^^ are
called extreme weight vectors. Here we show that ([I], Prop. 1) which fails in general,
still holds for extreme weight vectors if we admit the Demazure character formula. This
we show implies in turn that the obvious formula for Anny^-^^ is in fact the correct
one. One may attempt to verify this formula directly; but it involves some rather
difficult and delicate combinatorics.
3.2. Let t denote the Chevalley antiautomorphism of g defined by
^X^X.^VaeR. Fix aeB and set p=tp^ b~ =tb. Let m~ denote the nilradical of
p-. Set X=X,, Y = X _ , , H=[X, Y], s = C X © C H © C Y .
Let E be a finite dimensional cyclic U ( p ~ ) module with a cyclic weight vectors
satisfying Xe=0. Obviously E=U(n~)^. Choose ne^l such that \n+le=0,
Y"^0. Set/=Y^, F=U(n-)/which is a U(b-) module.
PROPOSITION. — The following two assertions are equivalent.
(i) Ann^-^UOi^Ann^-^+UOt^Y^ 1 .
(ii) chE=A,chF.
(i)=>(ii). This is due to Demazure. We give his proof for completion. Set
J=Annu^-^. Since Xe=0 it follows that I is ad X (and ad H) stable. Then by a
Lemma of Verma ([I], Lemma 6) it follows that M: =U(n - )/U(n - )I-^U(n - )Y" + l
admits a unique U(p~) module structure with a cyclic U(n~) vector T satisfying X l = 0 ,
H l = n T . The U(b~) submodule N generated over U(n~) by Y"T identifies with
U ^ Y ^ n - ^ + U ^ Y ^ n U O n Y " which is in turn isomorphic to
U^Y^U^J/UOt^I+LnTnY^ 1 . Consequently M/N is isomorphic to
L^n'VU^n^I+L^n")^ which by Verma's Lemma admits a similar U(p~) module
structure to M except that its cyclic vector T now satisfies H l = ( n - l ) T . We deduce
that there exists a finite dimensional U(p~) module E' and an exact sequence
0-^N->M^E'®C_p->0
of U(b~) modules. Hence chM=A,chN by 2.8(iii).
so isomorphic to M if and only if

Now E is a quotient of M and

Annu^-^U^Amiu^-^+U^Y"-' 1 .
Furthermore, in this case F: = U ( n ~ ) Ve and so F^N. Hence (i)=>(ii).
(ii) =>J[j). This follows from 2.17 and 5.4 (iv), (v).
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3.3. Choose a, peR 4 ' such that a — P is not a root and fix k, le^. Let J be a left
ideal of U(n~) containing L: ^(n^X^V+UOOX^p 1 . Take v^I^ such that
(a\ v) =fe, (P\ v) =1. Set r=((5, P)\ v).
LEMMA:
(i) Choose seM such that (adX.JX^eJ for all t=0, 1, 2 , . . . , ^ .

Then

(adXJX^peJ.VrefU
(ii) On^ may always choose s^r in (i).

In particular (adXJ^X^/peL, We f^L

(i) It is immediate that the hypothesis implies that (adX.^X'.yeJ, We N. We may
write 5 ^ P = P + u a : i ; e N and then XS+^eC(^idX_^v(s+l)XS+^J. Furthermore, from
the relation [ad X,, (ad X.J^y^adH^m-OKadX.^" 1 and the fact that P-a is
not a root one easily shows that (adXJ f X S _^ l p=(adX_J U(s+l) ~ f X S _ + p l up to a non-zero
scalar. Hence (i).
(ii) We may assume without loss of generality that a, P are simple roots and let R/
denote the subroot system of R that they generate. Assume first that P is a long
root. If yeR'OR' 1 ^ then either y = P or y = = w a + n p with m^n from which it follows
that (adX.JX^eUOt^X 5 4 ? 1 ^ Yet because P is long we have (P, P)=-2(a, P)
and so ((^ P)\ v) = (P\ v) + (a\ v) and so r=k-\-l. We conclude that
(adX.J^X^eL, ^t^k as required. Now assume that P is a short root and set
M=(a, a)/(P, P). If ye R ' O R + then either y=p, or y = m a + n p with m^un, from
which it follows that (adX^X^eL^n^X 54 ? 1 "^ Yet because P is short we have
r=((5,p)\ v)=(P\ v)+M(a v , v)=/+wfe. We conclude that (adX.J^X^eL, W^ as
required.
Remark. — Of course (ii) also results from Verma module theory. Except for G^
(and this will cause us some difficulties later on) it implies the well-known result that
X^' v ) + l eAnnu(n-)^v where e^ is the highest weight vector of the simple U(g) module
of highest weight veP(R)' 1 '. (The difficulty in G^ is that not every root, viz., 2 a + P
can be written as a product of simple reflections applied to a simple root such that after
applying say Sy the resulting root lies on the end of an a-string). Nevertheless, we still
get the fact that M (v) has a finite dimensional quotient and the above purely combinatorial proof is relatively easy.
3.4. Fix veP(R) + and weW.

For each a e R ^ set
f

fejw)=^

and

0:

(o^wv^O.

V

^
L
.
[(a , wv):
otherwise.
1

Lv= E uonx^ .
a€R+

It is well-known and easy to check that I^c=Annu(n-)^v
THEOREM. — For each veP(R)' 1 ', weW one has (given the Demazure character formula)
that
^w v == Ann^ („ -) e^ ^.
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The proof is by decreasing induction on <(w). It is trivial for the unique longest
element \VQ of W. Choose aeB such that I (s^ w) < I (w) and show that the assertion for
w implies that for s,w. Set p~ =tp^ with m the nilradical of p~. Set X=X^,
Y = X _ ^ . By hypothesis (a\ wv)^0 and so Ye^=0. From the decomposition
U(n~) =17(111") © U ( n ~ ) Y and the induction hypothesis it follows [writing k^=k^(\v)]
that
Annu^-)^v= E (adY)^
k

^^

^

U^^X^^).

peR'^Ma}

Since Annu(n1-)^^v=• s a(A n n u(m-)^wv) (s^ proof of 3.2) we obtain from 3.2 and
the hypothesis that the Demazure formula holds that
W

Ann^-^^UOt^Y^+UOt-) ^ (adX)^
^ef^

^

V^xy).

peR^^}

(Here we have also used that R'^N^a} is s^ stable.) Now although the bracketed term
on the extreme right hand side of (^) is not ad X stable, yet we show that ad X can be
dropped due to the term L^n^Y^ 1 . Then the right hand side of (^) just becomes
I^^as required.
The above rather remarkable fact is proved by decomposing R'^VJa} as a disjoint
union of a-strings. Any such string S takes the form P, P+a, . . ., P + ^ a : ^ e l ^ J where
P—a, P+(fc+ l)a are not roots. It is clear that we only have to show that for each astring S
adX( ^ U(m-)X f c J; l )cU(n-)Y f c « + l + ^ U(n-)XS/ 1 .
yeS

yeS

Decomposing m~ into e modules, this quickly reduces to the corresponding computation for each rank 2 subsystem separately.
When {a, P} form an A^ x A^ system the assertion is trivial. For the remaining cases
we recall the well-known result that
(^)

Ann^-^= E U(n-)X^ 1 :

^=^(1).

aeB

This follows from the isomorphism M(v)/^ M(5,.v)-^E(v), the fact that M(v) can
aeB

be identified with U(n~) as a U(n~) module and then each submodule M(s^. v) identifies
withU(n-)X^ 1 .
Now suppose {a, P} form a system of type A^. When w=Wo=5o(5pS, the term in
question, namely U ( n ~ ) X _ ^ + p ) + U ( n ~ ) X _ p is already ad X, stable so there is nothing
to prove. We set l==ly ^=^B- When W=SQ(SP the term in question, namely,
L^n^X^+p^-hU^")^? is already adX^ stable so there is nothing to prove. When
w=Sp5^ a similar result applies. Finally when w=s, (or when w=Sp) the required result
obtains from (^).
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Now suppose {a, P} form a system of type B^ with P the long root. When w=.s^ (or
when w=5p) the required assertion follows from (^). Except when w=s,Sp for all
other values of w the term in question is trivially stable in the appropriate sense and so
there is nothing to prove. Finally, suppose w = s^ Sp. Then we must show that the term
in question, namely
U(n-)X_p+U(n-)X^p)+U(n-)X^^p)
is ad X, stable mod U (n -) X1^2 lf+l. We apply 3. 3 (i) to the pair {a, P} with
J=U(n-)X_p+U(n-)X ; 4^p)+U(n-)XL + , 2 ^ + l .
Let us show that we can choose s==l-^-r in 3.3(i) (and in fact no better). Consider
(adX.J^X5.4?1. We can write this as a sum of terms of the form
X^+^X^a+p)^--'?""1^1- since ^-^-K^J we can assume that u^i Now
u^-tlv=t^l-\-llf [for the hypothesis of 3.3(i)]. Then lu+lv^ll+lF + M - ; ^ 2 J + 2 r
and so M + U ^ + F . Thus if s=l-\-l\ the exponent of X _ p is strictly positive and so the
required term lies in J. Then by the conclusion of 3.3 (i) we obtain that
(adX^X^p^eJ, V^ef^J, as required.
Now assume { a, P } form a system of type G^ with P the long root. The reader may
easily check that using (^) only four bad cases remain. These are described in detail
below.
1° vv=5p5a. We must show that the term

u^^x^+u^^xi^'^+u^^x^j^
+U(n-)X^31^p)+U(n-)Xl+(j^lp,

is adXp stable modU^^Xl^ 1 . Applying 3.3 (ii) to the pair {P, 3a+P} gives the
required result.
2° w=5,Sp. We must show that the term
Utn^X.p+U^^X^^p^U^^X2^^1
+U(n-)X^3 2 ^ + p l )+U(n-)XlV3^2p),
is adX, stable modUQQX^ 3 ^ 1 . We apply 3.3(i) to the pair {a, P} with
J=U(n-)X_p+U(n-)X Z _ + ^p)+U(n-)X J _ + , 3 ^ + l .
Let us show that we can choose s = / + 2 F in 3.3(i) (and this
do). Consider (adX-o^X^y. We can write this as a sum of
X^^X^a^X^^X 5 --?^-^ 1 (arbitrary ordered product).
can assume that u-v^l. Now u + 2 i ; + 3 w = r ^ ? + 3 r [for
3.3(i)]. Hence v+\v^r-{-(l/3)/(l-(u-v)). Then

is the best we can
terms of the form
Since XL^eJ we
the hypothesis of

M+t;+2w^r+^-(;+2(M-y))+y+w^2r+^-(2/+M-i;)^2r+/.
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If s = 2 r + ? it follows that the exponent of X _ p exceeds that of X_(3,+p) by at least one
and so the required term lies in J. We conclude from 3.3(i) that (adXJ'X^j^p^eJ,

VretU
To complete the proof for case 2° it now suffices to show that X 2 .^^^ 1 is contained
in the left ideal of U(m~) generated by the action of adX, on the left ideal
U(m~)X_p+U(m~)X J _ + ^+p)+U(m~)X Z _ + (j^p l ). Equivalently it is enough to show that
X 2 ^ 3 p; +l eL:=U(n-)X_,+U(n-)X_(3^p)+U(n-)XL + (i^p)+U(n-)Xl7^^

(This assertion follows by applying the reflection s,.)
Consider (ad X _J 2 1 +3r +1 X 2 ^ 3r +1. This lies in L and can be expressed as the sum
of the required term and terms which lie in U ( n ~ ) X _ p . Furthermore, mod L a typical
term can be written in the form
X

t

vs

vr

V*

- (2 a + P) yv - (a + p) yv - (3 a + 2 P) ^ - P?

where
2/-+-3r+l=A:+2r+s-K,

W

=3r+s-h2^.

Note that we do not have to include terms involving X.o^+p) since X . ^ ^ + p ^ e L and
cycling such a term to the left brings down out at worst a term in X . ^ ^ + ^ p ^ and so is
just another term of the above form. For a similar reason we can assume that
t^i Now consider (ad X.J^adX.^p^X 3 ^ 2 ^ 1 -". This lies in L as long as
u^l-^-r. We can write it in the form (adX.JX^+^X 2 ^ 3 ^ 1 -"-'' and then in
the form X^+p^X^^^X 2 ? 4 ' 3 ^ 1 """'"' modulo terms of higher exponent in
X_p. We require 2 / + 3 F+\—u—r—s=k and so by the first of the equations (^) that
u=r+t. From the second equation in (^) it is obvious that the worst situation is
when t is as large as possible. That is t=l and then 3 r 4 - s = 3 r + l . Since r is an
integer it follows that r^F and so u^l+F as required. By increasing induction on k
and r (the latter to take account of the cycling of the terms X_(2,+p), X _ o , + p ) to the
left), we conclude that X^^p^eL, as required. (An easier proof of case 2° obtains
from 3.11.)
3° w=5,SpS,. We must show that the term
U(n-)X_p+U(n-)X_^p)+U(n-)X^^+U(n-)X^j^+U(n-)X^^
is adX^ stable modUOt^X 2 ^ 3 ^ 1 . We apply 3. 3(i) to the pair {a, P} with
J=U(n-)X_p+U(n-)X_(^p)+U(n-)X 2 _ i . +3^+l +U(n-)X r ^^p)•

In the notation and conventions of case 2°, we find that M - h 2 i ; + 3 w = r ^ 2 J + 3 r . Since
X -(a+p), X^,.^ p ) € j we can assume u^F. Obviously the worst situation is when u is
as large as possible and when w is as small as possible, that is when u = F and w = 0. Then
Iv^ll-^-lF and so u-^-v^l-^-lF. This means that we can choose s=l-\-lV in 3.3(i)
and its conclusion gives the required assertion.
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4° w=5,Sp5,Sp. We must show that the term
U^^X.p+U^^X^^^+UCn^X^^^+U^^X^^^+U^^X.o,^^
is adX, stable modUOt^X 2 ^ 3 ^ 1 . We apply 3. 3(i) to the pair {a, P} with
J=U(n-)X_p+U(n-)X_(^p)+U(n-)X^^p)+U(n-)X2^3^+l+U(n-)X_(3^^)•
Inspection shows that we can choose s = / + r in 3.3(i) and this gives the required
assertion.
This completes the proof of the Theorem. For the purists we remark that it should
be possible by further computations of the same type to eliminate the use of (^) and
hence derive this result as a consequence.
3.5. It turns out that there is another and perhaps better though less elementary way
to view the above computations. Fix veP(R) + . Recall (2.17) for each weW that
^^C^ is generated over U(n) by a weight vector /^ of weight wv. Choose aeB such
that s,w<w and set n= —(o^, wv). Then by 2.1,
Annu^/.^U^sJAnnu^^.^+U^X^1

where m is the nilradical of p, and X=X,.
Demazure character formula) that
...

It follows as in 3.4 (without assuming the

Annu^/,v= S U^X^

w

oc^

where
fe,:=fe;(w):=.

0: (a, wv)^0,
-(a\ wv): otherwise.

Now the calculations in 3.4 show that there are some redundancies in the right hand
side of (^). Since U(n) is a free U(n) module and since the weights
wv+^+^ocaeR' 1 ' are pairwise distinct these redundancies can be precisely specified
in terms of the I) module structure of Hi(n, ^^C^). So far we have shown that the
weights of this module have multiplicity one and lie in the set
{wv+P|(P, wv)^0}u{spwv+p|(p, wv)^0}.

3.6. Choose y, weW. If there exists ^eR+ such that SpW=^ and ;(j)=;(w)—l we
P
Pi
write y -> w. We write y ^ w if there exists a chain y = w^ -> w^ -> . . . -^ w^ = w.
Then ^ is just the Bruhat order on W. Set S(w)={ pe^'^ | w p e R ~ }. It is well
known that SpW<w^J(spw)</(w)<^>p6S(w~ 1 ). Again choose w^ w^eW and set
TI = S (wi) U S (u/2-1), T^ = S (wi)\Ti. One easily checks that
(^)

S(WlW2)=(S(W2)\{-W2-lTl})^W2-l^•
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In particular
H^i ^2) = card S (wi ^2) = card S(wi)+card S^)-card T\==Z(wi)+ /(v^) -card Ti.
One may view T^ as a cancellation set; for if 5eT\ then WiSs<Wi, 5^2 <W2 and
WiW2=WiS5S5W2 is written as a product of shorter elements. Suppose further that
P : = - W i § is a simple root. Then S(wi55)=S(wi)\{5}, because 8€S(wi) and
4wiS5)=;(spWi)==J(wi)-l. Setting \v[=\v^s^ and Ti=S(wi) U S(w2 1 ) we conclude
p
from (^) that ?(wiS5W2)=/(wi v^+l and so s? w^ ^2 <- Wi ^2. Conversely if
-V^TI HB=0, then for any aeBnS(wi~ 1 ) we have -w^a^Ti and so if we write
Wi=s^, Ti=S(wi)nS(w2' 1 ), then J(wi)=4wi)-l, yet Ti=Ti; that is the cancellation set for the product H^ H^ is the same as that for H^ \v^. This gives the following
(perhaps known) Lemma.
LEMMA. - Choose weW, yeR'^ such that w ^ y e R 4 ' . // f(^w)</(w)-l, ^n w^
P
P
can find ^eR+ such that (P, y)>0, y": = 5 p y e R + and w < - S p W > 5 ^ S p W < - 5 w.
Choose a reduced decomposition w=Si 52 . . . s^.
Sf==s^. of w. Let 7 be the largest integer >0 such that S j _ ^ S j _ ^ . . . s ^ y e R ' ^ ' . Then
y=WiO,
and
s^w=WiW2
where
Wi=Si52. . .s^._i,
W 2 = s ^ + i . . . s ^ . Set
1
Ti=S(wi)PiS(w2 ) which is non-empty by the hypothesis and (^). Suppose we can
find §eTi such that P: = —H^ 5 is a simple root. Then
J(SpW)^;(SpWO+/(5,W2)=KWi)-l+;(s,W2)=;(w)-l

P
and equality holds by simplicity. Hence 5p w -> w. Set y' = 5p y e R +. Since 5^ w and w
have different parity / (Sy w) ^ / (w) — 3. Consequently,
;(5^Spw)=?(spS^w)^Hs^w)+l^J(w)-2^/(spw)-l
p
and so s^ SpW<5pW. Again by choice of 8 we have 5pWi \v^ <- w^ ^2 (as noted above)
p
and so 5y. s? w <- s^ w. Finally 5y P = w^ s^ wi~ 1 P = — w^ s^ § e R ~ for otherwise
4wiS^Sg)</(wiSg) and l(^)=l(\v^SjSsSjW2)<l(\v^s^l(w^=l(^) which is a
contradiction. Hence (y, P)>0.
If -WiTiP|B=0, choose aeS(wi) and set Wi=s,Wi, w'==s,w, y / =s,y. Then
/ ( w / ) = f ( w ) — l , 5^ w / = s „ W l W 2 = W l W 2 and since the cancellation sets coincide (as noted
above) we conclude that / (w) - / (Sy w) = I (wQ - / (s^ w'). The result then obtains by the
obvious induction on length.
3.7. Choose weW, v^R)^ By [II], Thm. 2.9, ¥ ( y v ) is a submodule of F(wv)
if ^w (and v regular implies only if). When y^w then from the surjection
^C^-^F(wv) we conclude that ^v is a weight space of ^Cy. By 2.7 this occurs
with multiplicity one.
We use fy^ to denote a non-zero vector in (^CJy^. If y=s^\v, then we can write
fy v = ^/w v where fe = (y\ y v). This is a slight abuse of notation since we had previously
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used /,,„ to denote the canonical generator /;„ of QyCy From 3.5 (*) and 2.12 it
easily follows that Anny ^ /;„ c= Annu ^ fy, and so /,,„ generates an image of 2yC, in
^H-Cy.
3.8. Fix veP(R) + , weW and define fe. as in 3.5 (*). Define S^cR-^ (or simply,
S) such that Hi (n, ^C^+^+D^O if and only if aeS,. Then by 3.5 we conclude
that

^ a©u^x^^c.^uOtXgxc^-^c^o
eS
extends to a minimal free resolution of ^ C^.
LEMMA. - Take yeS,. If w - l y 6 R + ^n fe,=0 anri Hi(n, ^C,),^ fs 5/?ann^
by the image of X^f^,. Ifw ^eR-, set y=s,w. Then H,(n^^C,)^^ is spanned
by the image ofX^ ®/^.
Both parts are similar. We prove that the second part follows from the first part
applied to 0'^wv Let
E Xp®w^_p.^ : w^_p+^e(^C^_p^
PeR-^

be a non-zero representative in Hi(n, ^^CJ^+^. (By the t) action this is the most
general expression we need consider.) We may write w^_p.^=^_p/^ where
^-peU(n) is of weight n-p and where H - P = ( f e + l ) y - P : ^ = ^ . By the definition
of the boundary map
d : Hi (n, ^C^, -. Ho(n, Im(U(n) X^ 1 g) C,, ^ Kercp))
we must have
^

E Xp^_p=X,k+lmodn(Annu((n)^v).
PeR4^

Consider the exact sequence

o-^K^^,-^^e-^o
of U(b) modules defined in 3.7 and let Jwv denote the image of/^ in Q. We have
^JH^J^WV^ and so X^ + 1 6n(Annu(n)7H.v)• It follows from (^) that the natural
map Hi(n, ^^,+^-^Hi(n, QL^ is zero. Since K,^,+^=0, it follows that the
map Hi(n, ^n^sywv+Y-^H^n, ^v)s^wv+Y is ^qective and so the second assertion
reduces to the first.
By a similar reduction the first assertion leads to (^) with fe=0. For each p e R ^
let (P, p) denote its order. Suppose a^^Ann^^f^^ with P of minimal order. Then
| Y - P + w v | ^ [ v | and so (P, WV)^(Y, wv) with equality only if p=y. We show that
fly-p can be written as a sum of monomials with factors Xg where 5=y or
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(8, wv)>(y, wv). Otherwise shifting Xg to the left (thereby gaining only monomials
of lower degree) we can write the monomial as X s ^ _ p _ 8 . Our assumption
on 8 implies that | P + y - P - 8 + w v | > | v | and so Xp f c ^ - p - g /wv=°- Then
^(Xp A X s ® ^ _ p _ 5 / ^ J = [ X p , X 8 ] ® ^ _ p _ 5 / ^ ^ - X p ( x ) X 8 ^ _ p _ 5 / ^ ^ so the unwanted
term can be eliminated. Induction on order shows that the assertion holds for all
peR 4 '. We conclude that each Xpfly_p can be written as a sum of monomials
Xp^Xp,. . .Xp^ with ^p,=y and (P,, wv)>(y, wv) or P,=y. Thus either P=y (which
is the required solution) or n < 0 which is impossible. This proves the Lemma.
3.9. Fix veP(R) + , weW. Define S as in 3.8. Call 9 simply-laced if all roots
have the same length, e. g. in type A^.
PROPOSITION. — Fix weW, yeR' 1 '.
(i) J / w ^ y e R " , then s ^ w v + y is a weight o/Hi(n, ^C,J only ifl(s^w)=l(w)-\.
(ii) Assume Q simply-laced. Ifw~lyeR+, Then s ^ w v + y is a weight o/Hi(n, ^C^)
only ifl(s^w)=l(w)-^-l.
Both parts are similar (surprisingly!). Consider the first. Assume ((SyW)<((w)—l
and let P, y' be defined by the conclusion of 3.6. We have (P, y')<0 and so the
pair P, Y generate a root system of rank 2. We have y = y ' + n p : n e ^ + and we set
8 = y / + ( n — l ) p , y=s^w. Then s^y>y and so
(^v+P,^v+P)=(v, v)+(P, P)+20- 1 P, v)>(v, v).

Hence X p / y ^ = 0 by 2.12. Similarly if s^y>y, then Xg/y^O. Let d be the boundary
operator. Then rf(Xp A Xg® /y^)=Xy(g) fy^ in this case and we conclude that
y ^ S. This part of the argument applies in a very similar manner to the second part.
If (y', y')^(P, P), then we always have s^8= —P. Then
^. - 1i 8
^=
-^
w--il ss^^8- =
w-^
wp- lepR
eR
-^
and so we have s^y>y as required. (For example in G^ we have n=3, so 8 = y ' + 2 p
and s^+3p(y'+2p)=-P.) It remains to consider the case (y', y')<(P, P). Set
y^oci, P=a2. Then y=s^ai=ai+a2, so n = l and 8=04. We can suppose that
s^y<y (this can happen). Summarizing
W

(ai+a^, yv)^0,

(ai, ^v)^0,

(a^, yv)^Q.

If (a2,^v)=0, then (ai,^v)=0 and in this case d(X^ A X,^ ® / y ^ ) = X y ® / y ^ as
required. Otherwise k : = ( a ^ , ^ v ) > 0 and recalling that SpS^w<w we have
/: =/^ y^e^C^. Since (a^, ^v)^0 we have X^fy^==0 and so
(^)

rf(X^AX,,®/^)=X^^(g)/^+X^®X^,

Again, up to a non-zero scalar, X^/=/y^
X^f^=kX^,g. Thus
(^^^)

an(

^ ^ai^O-

Setting g=X^lf'we obtain

d(X^^ A X,, ®^)= -X,^., ® /y,+ .X,, g) X.^/y,.
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Since fe>0 we obtain from (^) and (^^) that X^OO/^eImrf as required. This
part of the argument fails for the second part which indeed can fail (in say type €2).
3.10. To see the importance of 3.9 suppose we have shown that ^C^F(wv).
p
Choose peR' 1 ' such that 5pW ->• w, set ^=SpW and consider the exact sequence
(^)

O^F(^v)-»-F(wv)-^Q^O

and let ^ denote the image of ^ in Q. Define S as in 3.8 and set k=k^ in (^)
of 3. 8.
LEMMA :
Anny („) ^ v = Annu („) ^ y -h U (n) X{;.
From (^) we have an exact sequence
(^)

-^(n, F(^v))^Hi(n, F(wv)) -^Hi(n, Q) ^Ho(n, F(^v))^0.

Take yeSOS^" 1 ). By 3.10 we have l(s^)=l(w)-\ =l(y). If 5^9"^ then e^^
is not a weight vector in ¥ ( y v ) and we conclude from 3.9 that the restriction of \|/ to
the s^ w v + y weight space is injective. Conversely if s^ w =^ then y = p and X^ ^ ^ = Cy ^
so X^^^=^- I11 ^is case the restriction of \|/ is the zero map.
Take yeSp^R'^S^"1)). Since e^^ is not a weight vector in ¥ ( y v ) we again
conclude from 3.9 that the restriction of \|/ to the w v + y weight space is injective. This
shows that Hi(n, Q) may be computed from Hi(n, F(wv)> and gives in particular the
assertion of the Lemma.
3.11. In certain favourable circumstances 3.10 can be used to show that the quotient
F(wv)/F(^v) takes the form F(wv') ® C^_^ for some v'6P(R) + . For example take
w = WQ, y = WQ s,: a e B. Then Q)^ C^ ^ F (wo v) by 2.13 and then by 3.9 (or Kostant's
Theorem) ScB and in fact equality holds. Assume (v, a) >0 to avoid trivialities. Now
choose v'eP(R) + such that for all R e B
(.)

-(v^oP^"^01^ vvop7 ' a9
l-(v, wo ?-)-!: WoP=a.

(i. e. v—v' is the fundamental weight associated to a).
Then from 3.10 one easily checks that one has an exact sequence
0-^F(woS,v)-^F(woV)^F(woV / )(2)C„(,_^-^0

of U(b) modules. Now the n homology group of the second two terms are completely
known (by Kostanfs Theorem) and so H,(n, F(woS,v)) can be explicitly computed. In
particular Hi(n, F(woS,v)) can be determined and from this we can show (as in 2.21
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using 2.18) that ^^^C^ ^> F(woS,v). Finally, we remark that resulting determination
of Ann e^ ^ v can ^e use(! to simplify the calculations in 3.4. In particular the worst
case in G^ (namely case 2°) and the only non-trivial case in B^ can be so resolved.
The above analysis fails as an inductive method for computing the H*(n, F(wv))
because the quotient Q usually fails to take a nice form. When rank 9 > 2 this is because
one can have card (S 0 S^'^^rank g, yet it can even fail in B^ and G^ because the
equations analogous to (^ do not yield a solution in P(R).
3.12. For each weW, set
Y

S^nQ^yeR'^ |s^w-^w},

Y

S+ ( w ) = { y e R 4 ' |w->SyW}.

Take veP(R) + and define S^ as in 3.8 (with respect to ^Cy). For 9 simply-laced,
then by 3.10 S^cS_ (w) U S+(w) and it is natural to conjecture that equality
holds. Here some difficulties occur if v is not regular for then the definition of S^ is
ambiguous and one can have S_ (w)^S_ (w') even though wv =^v/v(e. g. take w=5,: a
simple, w'=l in type A 2). To avoid this difficulty we assume veP(R) + regular from
now on.
LEMMA. — Assume that ^C^F(wv), V w e W {for example ifv is sufficiently
large). IfS^S_ (w), VweW, then Sy^S^(y\ V^eW.
Choose peS+(^), set w=s^y and consider the exact sequence (^) of 3.10. We
showed that the restriction of \|/ to the 5p w v + P weight space is the zero map. By the
hypothesis P e S^, and so P e Sy as required.
3.13. Fix v e P ( R ) + , w e W and define fep: ReR-" as in 3.5. To show that S^S_(w)
we must show that for each yeS_ (w) that
W

XS^ ^ U(n)Xp+
PeS+

^

U^X^P^.

peS-\{y}

We can almost prove this. In fact we have the:
LEMMA. — Assume v regular. Then for all y e S _
(^)

XS^ ^ U(n)Xp+
PeS+

^

U^X^P.

peS-\{y}

Set y=s^\v. By 2.12 and the regularity of v, we conclude that yv is not a weight
subspace of any ^ C^: z = 5p w: P e S _ (w). Recalling 3.7 it follows that fy ^ has a nonzero image in
^CJ

^

Im(^p,C,^^C,).

PeS-\{y)

Now for each zeW let 7zv denote the image of f^ in the above quotient. We have
^Jwv^ if PeS+ and by the remarks in 3.7 we have
X^^Zp^O,
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Yet X^J^^O as noted above. This proves the Lemma.
3.14. In certain favourable circumstances (perhaps always for v regular) we can choose
v / eP(R) + such that ^ = ^ + 1 and fcp'^fep+1, V p e S _ \ { y } . If so then (^) (for v')
implies (^ (for v). For example we have the:
COROLLARY. — Assume v regular and 9 simple of type A,, {Carton notation). Then
S^ ==» S _ (w), for all w e W. In particular S^ = S + (w)-u- S _ (w), for v sufficiently large.
Choose yeS_ (w) and let co be a fundamental weight such that (co, w~lyv)= —\. Then
0^(o), w ^ p ^ - l , V p e S _ ( w ) and it suffices to take v^co+v.
Remark. — We have now obtained more precise results which will be described
elsewhere.

4. A counterexample of Kac

4.1. As pointed out by Kac one does not have to go very far to find a counterexample
to [I], Prop. 11. Indeed let 9 be of type sl(3) with 04, ^ a choice of simple roots. Take
the six-dimensional representation with highest weight 2 ©i [where (Oi is the fundamental
weight satisfying (©i, o^) = 1, (co^, a^) =0]. The weights in this module all have multiplicity one. Let e be a vector of weight 2(Di—ai. This is not an extreme weight
vector. Set Y^=X_^, Z=X_^-^. Let m be the subalgebra of n~ with basis
Yi, Z. One checks that X^e=0 and ¥2^0, Yj^=0. Yet
Annu(n-)^^U(n-)Annu(n,-)^+U(n-)Yj=:J,

in contradiction to the assertion of [I], Prop. 11. Indeed one notes that an appropriate
linear combination o f Y i Y 2 andY2Yi must lie in Ann^j^-^e [because the 2 c0i— 2 ai—o^
weight subspace of E(2(Di) has multiplicity 1]; yet such a linear combination cannot lie
in J (by weight space decomposition and the fact that Ze^Q). One may also remark
that \J(n~)e/V(n~)Y^e is isomorphic to C ^ © C Y i ^ and the latter does not admit
an appropriate sl(2) module structure as would implied by the analysis following [I],
Prop. 11.
4.2. We can also describe the difficulty in the proof of [I], Prop. 11, from the above
example. Let s denote the $1(2) subalgebra generated by X^, X_^. Since \J(n)e is
an s module, so is U(n~)/Annu(n-)^. By [I], Lemma 6, U(n~)/J admits an e module
structure so that the canonical projection q>: U(n~)/J -> \J(n~)/Ann^^-^e is a map of s
modules. Restricted to the generating subspace V: ==U(m~)/Annu^-)^ this map is in
injective by construction. Yet one cannot conclude that (p itself is injective even if one
further remarks that V is b stable. In fact U ($) V is the direct sum of a one-dimensional
module Eg, a two dimensional module E^, a three dimensional module E2 and the map (p
has kernel Eo. Yet V is formed from the highest weight spaces of E^, E2 and a linear
combination of the zero weight subspaces of Eo, E2, so (p | y is injective.
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4. 3. We may also use this example to illustrate the discussion in 2.17. Let F denote
the U(n) submodule of E: =E(2cDi) generated by f=\^e and set 0=02. From the
embedding F c^ E we obtain by functoriality a map ^, F -> ^ E ^ E. One checks,
however, that this map is not an embedding. On the other hand, one does have an
embedding of ^F in the largest finite dimensional U(g) quotient of U(g) ® ^^^^¥
which is isomorphic to E(2o)i) © E(®2).
5. Derived functors and Botfs theorem
5.1. Fix aeB. Because K does not have enough projectives it is quite tricky to define
the derived functor of Q)y Instead of taking projective resolutions we shall use the
resolutions used in 2.15. Via our main theorem this will also allow us to define the
derived functors of the ^. We then prove a version of Bolt's Theorem for Q)^ and a
strengthening of a version of Demazure's vanishing Theorem ([I], 5.5, Cor. 2) for
Q)^. The latter applies to studying tensor products Eg)F(w^), where E is a finite
dimensional U(g) module. Throughout this section E,, ^ denote respectively (a family)
of finite dimensional U(g) modules, respectively of elements of P(R) + .
5.2. Fix FeObK. By 2.14 we have an exact sequence (possibly infinite)
W

...^E,(8)C^...^Ei(g)C^F^O

of U(b) modules. We shall call (^) a standard resolution. We remark that one may
always assume the X, to be sufficiently large. The analysis of 2.14 also shows that for
any short exact sequence
0 -, F' ^ F' -^ F" -^ 0
we obtain an exact commuting diagram of the form
0

.

0

0

• \
^
\
...^E;(8)C^...^Ei®C^F'^0
(D)

\
\
\
...^E,®C^...^Ei®C^F-^0
1
\
\
. . . ^ E^ ® C,, -^. . . -^ E'/ ® C^ ^ F" -^ 0
\
0

\
0

\
0

Moreover, say for X^ sufficiently large, we can choose say E^ to be the finite dimensional
U(g) module with highest weights —Wo^i-hft(F) and then Ei=E;®Ef'. Recall that
2^ is a right exact functor which commutes with tensoring by finite dimensional U(g)
modules (2.5). Thus from (^) we obtain a complex
(^)

. . . -^E,®^C^... ^Ei®^,C^O.
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LEMMA. — The cohomology H* (E( (x) ^ C^.) of (^) fs independent of the standard
resolution chosen.
It is enough to show that given short exact sequences
O-^M-^E(X)C),-^F-^O,
O-^M'-^E'OC^F-.O,
one has Ker(^,M-^E®^CJ ^>Ker(^C^), where the map is a composition of
connecting homomorphisms.
Taking HeP(R)' 1 ' sufficiently large we obtain from (D) an exact commuting diagram
0

0

0

t
t
t
0-^Mi-^Ei®C^F->-0
t
t
t
0 -. M^ -> E^ ® C^ -. E ® €„ -^ 0
t
t
t
0 -> M3 -^ E3 ® C^ -^ M -> 0
t
0

t
0

t
0

Furthermore, by the remark following (D) we may replace the right hand column by
the primed quantities without changing the first row. Now apply ^ to the above
diagram taking account of 2.5 and 2.8 (iv). This gives the exact commuting diagram
0
0
0
t
t
t
0 -, Li -^,Mi -. EI ® ^.C^ -^,F -. 0
\
\
\
0 -^ L^ -^ ^,M2 -^ E^ ®^«C^ -> E ®Q!^ -^ 0
t
t
t
0 -^ 1.3 ^ ^, M3 -^ E3 g) ^, C^ -> ^, M ^ 0
t
0

t
0

t
L
t

0
[Here we used that M^, E^ ®C^ can be taken to be F3 in 2.8 (iv).] By a standard
result (c/[14]. Prop. 2.10) we obtain an exact sequence
0 -> L 3 -^ L 2 ^ L i ^ ^ M -. E ® ^ C -^ ^ F -^ 0
where ^ is the boundary (or connecting) homomorphism. If we further observe that
E®C^, M can be taken to be F3 in 2.8(iv) we obtain 1.2=1.3=0 and so we deduce an
isomorphism L^ ^ L as required.
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5.3. We let ^F denote the fth cohomology of (^). Although E® C\: ^(^(R)""
is not projective in K, we still obtain taking ^ sufficiently large and using the comment
following (D) an analogue of the "nine Lemma". For example we presented the argument of 5.2 so that it is clear that from any short exact sequence
0 -> F -> F -> F" -^ 0
in K we obtain a long exact sequence
0 -> 2\ F' -> 2\ F -> Q)\ F" -> ^F' -^ ^F -> ^F" -> 0
in K,. (In particular ^=0: f^2.) Again we deduce from 2.5 that ^ commutes with
tensoring by finite dimensional U (pj modules.
5.4. For each neP(R) we let E^n) denote the unique simple finite dimensional
quotient of the Verma module M,(n): ==U (py) (g) u(b)^H- P11 particular E,(n)=0 if
(^oc)<0.]
LEMMA. - Take ^eP(R) with (^,, a)^0. Then:
(i) ^ C . ^ V f e ^ ^ a ^ l .
(ii) ^C^^^.^E^^^^EJ^.
(iii) ^F=0, V f ^ 2 , VFeObK.
(iv) ch^F-ch^F=A,chF.
(v) Q)\ F=Oi/F f5 a submodule o/E,(n) ® C,,.
(i) Since C^:(n, a)=0 admits the structure of a one-dimensional U (pj module, we
reduce to the case when —s,^eP(R) + . Then the assertion follows from the exact
sequence
O^C_^-^E,(-s^)->C_^0
and successive applications of 2. 8 (ii), (iv).
(ii) We use Demazure's trick [8] for proving Bott's theorem. We have exact sequences
W
(^)

0-^C^E,(?i)^E,(?i-a+p)(g)C_p^O,
O^EJ?i)^E,(?i+(x-p)®Cp_,^C^^O,

of U(b) modules. From (^), (i) and 2.5 we obtain ^C^^EJX). Similarly from
(^) we obtain ^+1 C^.,^^E.(^). Recalling that E,(^) ^^E,(^), this gives (ii).
(iii) This has already been observed in 5.2 but we may check its consistency as
follows. We have seen that ^^C^^C,,. Now ^C^=0, V f > 0 and so ^C^=0,
Vi> 1, VneP(R). Since any FeObK admits a finite filtration with quotients isomorphic
to the C^: neP(R) this proves (iii).
(iv) follows from (ii), (iii) and the definition of A,.
(v) follows from 2.8 (iv).
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5.5. We shall now define the derived functors ^:weW by induction on l(w) by
successive applications of [13], Prop. 3.1, and our main Theorem (2.21). Suppose that
^ is defined for l(w)<l, and we have shown that ^ is a covariant functor which
commutes with tensoring by finite dimensional U(g) modules and satisfies ^C^=0,
Vf>0, V^6P(R) + sufficiently large. Choose aeB such that ;(5,w)>/(w), set y=s^w
and consider the functor ^^ which we can identify with Qy (recall 2.15). Fix
FeObK. By our hypothesis the objects E, ® C^. in a standard resolution of F can be
assumed to be ^ acyclic (take the ^. sufficiently large). Furthermore, they are
transformed by ^ to objects namely E, g) ^ C^. which are ^ acyclic (for ^. sufficiently
large).

Indeed ^ C^. ^ F (w A,,) by 2.21 and so
^(E,®^C^)^E,®^F(w?i,)=0,

V/>0

by 5.4 (iii), (iv). Thus [13], Prop. 3.1, applies and we conclude that 2\ exists and
satisfies the required properties. More precisely let D(K) denote the derived category
of K defined as complexes of objects in K identified when they have the same
cohomology. Then the left derived functor L(^J of ^ is defined as an exact functor
on D(K) and for any FeObK viewed as the complex 0 - ^ 0 - ^ . . . - ^ F - ^ O w e obtain
^^^(L^JF). Furthermore ([13], Prop. 3.1) one has L(^)L(^J=L(^,^J
and so L(Qiy) and hence 2\ is independent of the reduced decomposition chosen
for y. Again we easily deduce that 2\ commutes with tensoring by finite dimensional
U (9) modules and that Q)\ C^ = 0, V i > 0, V^, e P(R) + sufficiently large. Again if y = w^ ^2
where w^, v^eW satisfy ; (w^+l(w^= I (y) then ^F=0 if ^F=0, V f ^ O because
H1 (L (^) F) = 0 so L (^) F and hence L (2y) F = L (^) L (^) F are exact. Again
(^ F) == ^ (^^ F) if ^ F = 0, V i > 0. From 5.4 (iv) one obtains
l(w)

^ (-ly'ch^^A^chF.
1=0

5.6. Let WQ^W denote the unique element of greatest length. We have the following
analogue of Bott's Theorem.
THEOREM. - Fix ^eP(R). J / H + p is not regular, then ^C^=0, Vf.
there exists a unique weW such that w(n+p)-p is dominant and we have
fO:
wo

p

Otherwise

^;(w),

IE(W.H):

f=;(w).

We can follow Demazure's proof of Bott's Theorem [8]. In particular, recall the
notation and the exact sequences (^), (^) of 5.4. By 5.4 (i) and 5.5 we have
^(^(Y)®^.?)^,

VveP(R).

Take ^eP(R) with (^, a)^0. Then by (^) and the above ^C^^^(E^)) whereas
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by (^) we have ^^.^^(E^)). Then ^C^^^C,, V f e Z (taking
^^=0, i<0 by convention) and V a e B satisfying (o^, ^)^-1. Yet by 5.4(iii) and
5.5 we obtain ^^=0, V/>/(wo) and then the assertion of the Theorem results by a
standard argument.
5.7. From 5.6 we obtain that ^^C^=0, Vi>0, v^eP(R) + . One may ask if it is
possible to deduce that ^C^=0, Vf>0, V^eP(R)' 1 ' by backward induction on l(w) and
hence deduce Demazure's character formula from 5.5. This leads to the same combinatorial difficulty encountered in the proof of 2.21. Recall the definition of p^ (2.21). One
has.
THEOREM. — Assume neP(R) sufficiently large. Then for all w e W one has ^C^=0
ifi>l(y) where ^^eP(R) + .
Take aeB. If aeS(w) (so then ^=^^, with J(ws,)<J(w)) then exactly as in
5.6 we obtain that ^C^^4'1^^, whenever (a, n)^0 and both terms are zero
when (a\ n) = -1. If a t S (w), set z = ws,. We have ; (z) ==; (w) +1.
Assume (a, n)^0. Then ^C^<(^C^<(EJu)). [Note E,(n)=C^ if
(a, n)=0.] Now take n sufficiently large and assume ^^leP(R) + . Then
^C^=0: i>l(y) by the induction hypothesis. Substitution in 5 . 4 ( ^ ) gives
^^(EjH-a+p^C.p) ^^C^, Vf>;(y). On the other hand from 5.4 (^) [with
U replaced by H ' = H — a where we note that s^.^=s^\i and since
EJn-a+ p) (g) C_p^E,(u-p) (g) Cp_J we obtain
^(EjH-a+p)®^)^;;1^, Vf>;(j).

We conclude that ^^C^^^C^, Vi>/(j). Now set /=Wo^. One has
; (j') =; (w^) —; (y). From our two isomorphisms we conclude that
^^^C^^^-^p.-^^C,,

Vf >; (y). Yet f +; 0') >; (wo) ^ ? (w) and so by 5.4 (iii) the left hand side is zero. This
proves the Theorem.
5.8 The result obtained is analogous but more precise than Demazure's vanishing
Theorem ([I], 5.5), which corresponds to the case ^eP(R) + . We give a nice application
of the latter which indicates the existence of a rich theory analogous to the translation
theory in the (9 category {see [3], 7.6.14, for example).
LEMMA. — Take ^^(R)'^ and E a finite dimensional U(g) module. Then for all
weW and all K sufficiently large E ® F ( w ^ ) admits a filtration mth quotients being the
F (w (X + n)): H e Q (E) ordered as in [3], 7.6.14.
Under the hypothesis F (w K) ^ Q)^ C^. So
E®F(w^)^E(g)^C^^(E®C^).
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Now E ® C^ admits a filtration with quotients isomorphic to the C^+^: ueQ(E) ordered
as in [3], 7.6.14. For ^ sufficiently large X-meP(R)' 1 ' is also sufficiently large. Then
the result obtains by the vanishing of the ^C^+^:i>0, and the isomorphism
^wC^^F(w(?i+u)).
Remarks. - Presumably we should only need that ^H^R)^ V^ie^E) for the
result. When X. + ^ i P(R) + one expects the quotients to involve the other F (y v): y e W,
veP(R)+.
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